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&ldquo;It was not my intention to steal for myself. I was perversely trying to fix what I had
already done. I can&rsquo;t believe I did not stop,&rdquo; Kim told the prosecutors.  

     From CCN, Feb 17, 2019   Earlier today, it was revealed that 24-year-old trader Joseph Kim, who
worked for a Chicago based firm Consolidated Trading, allegedly stole $2 million to cover losses he
made in margin trading and personal investments in the cryptocurrency market.   Over $600,000
Lost Due to Greed   According to the criminal complaint obtained by Bloomberg, Kim illegally
transferred massive amounts of bitcoin and Litecoin from company wallets of Consolidated Trading
to his personal cryptocurrency wallets. Initially, Kim moved 980 Litecoins to his personal wallet,
deceiving his superiors at the company that he had transferred the Litecoins as a security measure.   
In November, two months after Kim had moved into the cryptocurrency trading department of the
company, Kim moved 55 bitcoins to his personal wallet without the authorization of the company. At
the time, Kim told the company that he had taken a necessary approach to unblock the
company&rsquo;s cryptocurrency exchange account by transferring $433,000 worth of bitcoin to his
personal wallet.   Although Kim had moved back 27 bitcoins back to the account of the company, 28
bitcoins remained in the personal wallet of Kim.   However, prosecutors of the case claimed that Kim
stole more bitcoins than the amount he claimed to the company. The official criminal complaint noted
that Kim stole 284 bitcoins at one point, an amount equivalent to $2.8 million. Bloomberg reported
that Kim eventually returned 102 bitcoins he moved from the wallet of the company.   A serious
problem emerged when Kim decided to gamble with the company&rsquo;s funds stored in
cryptocurrencies. After moving hundreds of bitcoins without authorization to his personal accounts, it
was revealed that Kim engaged in personal trading, executing margin orders. Margin calls often
provide high risk and high return trading opportunities. Because traders are required to risk a certain
amount of bitcoin in placing a margin call, usually, traders do not risk large amounts of funds in
margin calls.   The report claimed that Kim engaged in large-scale margin trading, and inevitably lost
large amounts of bitcoin stolen from the Chicago-based company. While the company was able to
recover $1.4 million from the personal wallet of Kim, the company could not recover the remaining
$603,000.   In the beginning, Kim admitted that he wanted to generate profits by risking small funds.
But, as he continued to lose more funds through high risk trading, he placed larger high risk bets,
eventually losing hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of bitcoin of the company.   &ldquo;It was
not my intention to steal for myself. I was perversely trying to fix what I had already done. I
can&rsquo;t believe I did not stop,&rdquo; Kim told the prosecutors.   [&hellip;] 
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